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IRC Contagion Project
• Contagion, Biopolitics and Cultural Memory: Inter-disciplinary

project between UCD School of English and SFI Insight Centre.

• Funded under Irish Research Council New Horizons scheme.
• Focuses on using large scale historical datasets to understand
contemporary attitudes and improve public health outcomes.

http://contagion.ie
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Digital Humanities
‟Technology and computing are used to reexamine traditional humanities
research and explore new modes of scholarship.˝
⎯ Timothy Lepczyk
‟Computers allow for doing things with texts and other cultural artefacts that
could not be done feasibly without the computational power and storage
modern computers provide. Computers should be considered an extension
of the scholar's mind - very useful tools indeed.˝
⎯ Philip R. Burns
‟Incorporating things like text mining, data visualisation, community building
and curating online exhibitions and collections, Digital Humanities is the
emerging field concerned with how studies of History, Literature, Music,
Philosophy, Sociology, Performing Arts and other traditional humanities
disciplines are utilising new digital tools.˝
⎯ David Nelligan

https://whatisdigitalhumanities.com
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The British Library
• The largest national library in the world by number of items

catalogued, containing over 150 million items dating back to
2000BC.

• Total of over 800km of shelving,
between the main library and
a separate storage facility.

The British Library
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British Library Digital Corpus
• Our collaborators at the British

Library Labs in London provided a
collection of digitised out of
copyright 18th and 19th century
books.

• Originally scanned by Microsoft in

2007-2008. The project was never
fully completed.

• The digital corpus has 63,985

volume files in total (around 25
million pages).

• When we do not count duplicates

or multi-volume books, there are
49,509 unique books in the corpus.
The Dawn of the XIXth Century in England.
John Ashton (1886)
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British Library Digital Corpus
• The original book scans are stored as high resolution image files.

However, we work with plain text versions produced by Microsoft
via Optical Character Recognition (OCR).

The Household History of the United States
and its people. Edward Eggleston (1889)
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British Library Digital Corpus
• The quality of the OCR output varies from book to book. Some

books are close to the original, others are more diﬃcult to read.
The original formatting has been lost in all cases.
lish the money they paid to the Italians for silk. He
also tried to raise many valuable tropical plants.
There was hardly any good thing which needed
doing that A GEORGIA ROAD. was undertaken by
the new colony. Such an enterprise! appealed
strongly to the benevo- 1 lent, and many thousands
of pounds | were given to help on this good work.
Parlia ment also voted a donation to Georgia. No
one H was allowed to make any profit out of the
new col- I ony, on the seal of which was a device of
silk-worms | spinning, with a motto in Latin which
meant, " Not for themselves, but for others " (Non
sibi sed aliis). In 1732 Oglethorpe took out his first
company of a hundred and sixteen people, with
whom he began the town of Savannah. Many
others were added, among whom were a regiment
of Scotch Highlanders, highland regiment 6

The Household History of the United States and its people.
Edward Eggleston (1889)
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Corpus Metadata
• Each book in the corpus has associated metadata to describe it.
• Some metadata fields contain erroneous or missing values,

particularly for year and publication location. Author names are
also sometimes missing or contain errors.

Field

Value

Field

Value

Title

[Mansfield Park: a novel.],
Single Works

Title

Silas Marner ... By the author of
“Adam Bede”, etc, Silas Marner

Authors

{'creator': ['Austen, Jane']}

Authors

{'creator': ['Eliot, George']}

Year

1875

Year

1863

Edition

[Another edition.] Illustrated
from drawings by A. F. Lydon.

Edition

Issuance

Monographic

Issuance

Monographic

Language

English

Language

English

Place

London

Place

S. H. Goetzel

Publisher

Groombridge & Sons

Publisher

Mobile

Shelfmark

British Library HMNTS
12618.h.4.

Shelfmark

British Library HMNTS
12623.g.27.

Shelfmark Number

12618

Shelfmark Number

12623
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Corpus Filtering
• Before performing any detailed analysis of the data, we filtered the
full corpus using the following steps:

1. We removed books where key metadata was missing or invalid
- i.e. year or title. We retained books where the author was
anonymous.
2. We focused on 18th and 19th century, so filtered books where
the year was pre-1700 or post-1899.
3. We applied language detection to remove non-English texts.
This required a further detection step to remove classical Greek
and Roman books.

• This filtering process reduced the original set of 49,509 unique
books to a subset of 35,918 English language books.

• Of these, 5,484 books consist of two or more volumes, yielding
46,438 "documents" in total.
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Volumes by Year
Number of Volumes by Year in English Language Corpus

Number of Volumes

1897

Publication Year
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Volumes by Year
Number of Volumes by Year in English Language Corpus (19th Century)

Number of Volumes

1896: First Modern
Olympics

1885: First
Automobile

1815: Battle
of Waterloo

1861: American
Civil War

1845: The Great
Famine

1859: Darwin's
Origin of Species

1837: Coronation
of Queen Victoria

Publication Year
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Publication Locations
• The corpus metadata lists 1,462 distinct publication locations, with
the vast majority of texts listed as published in London.
Location
London
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Number of Texts
23,853

Edinburgh

1,219

New York

1,137

Boston

620

Philadelphia

448

Dublin

383

Glasgow

222

Chicago

191

Oxford

187

Calcutta

182

Manchester

180

Cambridge

168
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Book Titles
• The title metadata of the texts reflect the diversity of the corpus,
with 29,072 unique words appearing in the titles.
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Word Counts
• By splitting the text of each volume into individual words, we see

Number of Volumes

that the complete English corpus contains 4,092,977,777 words.
• The average volume length is 88k words, but the distribution of
volume word counts is highly skewed.

Number of Words
RDA Ireland - June 2019
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Word Counts
• By splitting the text of each volume into individual words, we see
that the complete English corpus contains 4,092,977,777 words.
• The average volume length is 88k words, but the distribution of
volume word counts is highly skewed.

Number of Volumes

91.5% of volumes
contain < 200k words

Number of Words
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Curatr Platform
• To make the British Library Corpus accessible to humanities
researchers, we developed the online Curatr platform.

RDA Ireland - June 2019
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Corpus Search
• A key requirement for the web
interface was to make the entire
English language corpus easily
searchable by researchers.
• We consider two diﬀerent

document representations:
1.Complete text of each volume
(46,438 volumes).
2.Short text segments of length
2,000 characters. Equivalent of
approximately one page in a
modern paperback (12.3m
segments).

…to tell what he's suffering from if you saw him." I at once went below,
and found the lad who waited upon us in the cabin preparing the table
for breakfast.
6 THE PHANTOM DEATH. I asked him if the captain was alone. He
answered that Mr. Stroud, the chief mate, was with him. On this I went to
the door of Captain Joyce's cabin and lightly knocked. The mate looked
out, and, seeing who I was, told me in a soft voice to enter. Captain
Joyce lay in his bunk dressed in a flannel shirt and a pair of white drill
trousers. All his throat and a considerable portion of his chest were
exposed, and his feet were naked. I looked at him scarcely crediting my
sight : I did not know him as the man I had parted with but a few hours
before. He was swelled from head to foot as though drowned : the
swelling contorted his countenance out of all resemblance to his familiar
face ; the flesh of him that was visible was a pale blue, as if rubbed with
a powder of the stuff called "blue" which the laundresses use in getting
up their linen. His eyes were open, but the pupils were rolled out of
sight, and the " whites," as they are called, were covered with red
blotches. I had no knowledge of medicine, and could not imagine what
had come to the poor man. He was unconscious, and evidently fast
sinking. I said to Mr. Stroud, " What is this ? " The mate answered, " I'm
afraid he's poisoned him self accidentally. It looks to me like poison.
Don't it seem so to you, sir? See how his fingers and toes are curled." I
ran my eye over the cabin and exclaimed, "Have you searched for any
bottles containing poison ?"
THE PHANTOM DEATH. 7 " I did so when he sent for me at four o'clock,
and complained of feeling sick and ill. He was then changing colour,
and his face was losing its proper looks. I asked him if he thought he
had taken anything by mistake. He answered no, unless he had done so
in his sleep. He awoke feeling very bad, and that was all he could tell
me." I touched the poor fellow's hand, and found…

The Phantom Death, and other stories, etc.
William Clark Russell (1895)
Segment 5 of 260
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Corpus Search
• The corpus can be searched and filtered based on a range of
criteria, include both textual content and metadata.

RDA Ireland - June 2019
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Corpus Search
• The corpus can be searched and filtered based on a range of
criteria, include both textual content and metadata.

• Researchers can use all of the standard search query operations
found in popular online search engines.
vaccine vaccination smallpox

Search for texts containing one
or more keywords

"Queen Victoria"

Search for the exact phrase
contained in quotes

irish histor*

Use * to perform a wildcard
search matching any characters

smallpox +ireland -vaccination

Use + for mandatory words and
use - for prohibited words
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Corpus Search
• Search results are ranked by relevance to the query words and

filtering criteria, and are presented with extracts of matching text.
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Corpus Search
• The text of individual volumes or segments can be accessed for
"close reading" via the search results.
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Classification Index
• From 1823 to 1985 the British Library used a topical index of

shelfmarks to record the physical arrangement of books on shelves
in the library.

• The index is arranged in several levels, from the top level main

classification (e.g. "Fiction", "Geography", "Medicine") to more
fine-grained topics (e.g. "Geography": "Ireland & Scotland").
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Classification Index
• Previously no useful digital version of the index existed, only a
scan of the 1987 version.

• Using a combination of OCR and manual annotation, we extracted
the two top levels of the index.

• We then classified 98% of the English language texts from the

British Library Digital Corpus, by linking the index pressmarks to
the shelfmarks in the corpus metadata.

An essay on Government. By Philopatria, (R. F. A. L.)
Rachel Fanny Antonina Lee – 1808 – London
Classification: Aristotle – Philosophy, particularly logic
RDA Ireland - June 2019
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Classification Index
Top 15 Top Level Classifications in English Language Corpus
Fiction
Topography
Poetry
History
Plays
Drama
Geography
Voyages & Travels
Collected Works
Geology
Hydrography
Geography & Topography
Travels
Geography & Ethnology
Collections of Travels
0
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Number of Texts
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Classification Index
Top 20 Sub-Classifications for Top Level Classification "History"
United States of America
English
General
America
Scotch & Irish
European 18th, 19th Centuries
Mexico & South America
English 18th, 19th Centuries
French & English Colonies in USA
Ancient Roman
African
England
Ancient Greek
French German War
English, 1-15th Centuries
Eastern
French Revolution
French
Australasian
Spain
0
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320

480

Number of Texts

640

800
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Classification Index
• The subject classification index can be used as filtering criteria
when searching the corpus.
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Rare Material
• Combining search queries with the classification index allows

researchers to uncover rare material for research and teaching.

• Example: Searching for the keyword "boycott" in the "Drama"

classification returns an opera about the Ladies Land League and
another about Magna Carta.
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Discovery Tool
• Curatr search can also act as a discovery tool for the physical
collection of the British Library.

• Example: Finding lesser known poetry
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Corpus Catalogue
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Corpus Catalogue
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Word Lexicons
• When searching large text corpora, a common task involves

creating word lexicons (i.e. lists of words of interest) relating to
specific themes and topics.

• Typically this is a manual process, where a small initial set of

"seed" words is expanded through a process of trial and error.
Topic
Agriculture

Lexicon Word List
agriculture, agriculturist, farming
education, school, training

Education

Smallpox

RDA Ireland - June 2019
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Word Lexicons
• When searching large text corpora, a common task involves

creating word lexicons (i.e. lists of words of interest) relating to
specific themes and topics.

• Typically this is a manual process, where a small initial set of

"seed" words is expanded through a process of trial and error.
Topic

Lexicon Word List

Agriculture

agriculture, agriculturist, farming, agri, landholder,
landowner, farmed, cultivators, husbandry, tillage

Education

education, school, training, tuition, instruction,
curriculum, day-school, grammar-school, discipline

Smallpox

smallpox, pox, cowpox, erysipelas, epidemic,
inflammation, fever, jenner, vaccination, vaccine
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Word Lexicons
• In the Curatr platform, word lexicons can be created and used to
refine the corpus search and filtering process.
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Creating Word Lexicons
• Lexicons are created based on an initial user-specified set of seed
words related to the topic or theme of interest.

• Creating appropriate lexicons for niche topics is often a time
consuming manual process.
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Word Embeddings
• Words that co-occur in similar contexts typically have similar

meanings. We can often infer the meaning of a word based on the
words which frequently surround it.

• “You shall know a word by the company it keeps” (Firth, 1957)
• We could count frequency of each pair of words appearing in the

same paragraph in all books in our corpus - e.g. (Queen, Victoria)

RDA Ireland - June 2019
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Word Embeddings
• Word embeddings refer to a set of AI algorithms which "map" all
the words in a corpus vocabulary to lists of numbers.

• In this new representation, words which frequently appear together
in the original texts will appear to be similar to one another, while
words which do not frequently appear together will be dissimilar.

king
Spain
queen

cat

Madrid
Italy

kitten

Rome

• We can create a word embedding model from the entire English-

language British library corpus to "learn" which words are similar
to one another.
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Word Embeddings
Word

Top 10 Most Similar Words in Embedding

contagion

infection, contagious, disease, infected, contamination, distemper, pestilence, miasma,
infectious, pestilential

famine

pestilence, famines, pestdence, starvation, pestilences, dearth, depopulation,
decimating, desolating, decimated

wife

husband, daughter, widow, sister, mother, father, niece, married, avife, widower

husband

wife, mother, father, sister, niece, stepmother, daughter, avife, cousin, child

education

instruction, tuition, training, educated, educating, educations, teaching, educate,
schools, schooling

god

heaven, almighty, jehovah, redeemer, creator, mercy, righteous, goodness, divine,
righteousness

poverty

penury, indigence, beggary, wretchedness, destitution, misery, squalor, affluence,
degradation, avretchedness

dublin

belfast, dubun, cork, londonderry, galway, waterford, limerick, athlone, clonmel, kilkenny
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Expanding Word Lexicons
• We use word embeddings to reduce the eﬀort required to create
word lexicons, while keeping the scholar "in the loop".

• Once a lexicon has been created, the word list can be expanded
based on recommendations automatically surfaced from a word
embedding built on the British Library corpus.

• Recommendations are based on finding the most similar words to
all existing words in a lexicon.

education
school
training
Initial Seed Words

Word
Embedding
Model

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

tuition
teaching
instruction
schools
curriculum

List of
Recommended Words
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Expanding Word Lexicons
• On the Curatr platform, this recommendation and expansion
process is accessed via the Lexicon page.
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Expanding Word Lexicons
• On the Curatr platform, this recommendation and expansion
process is accessed via the Lexicon page.
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Searching with Word Lexicons
• Once a lexicon has been created, we can use it to directly search
the corpus. The words in the lexicon provide the search query.
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Exporting Curated Sub-Corpora
• After a search has been performed, we can export some or all of
the corresponding results for further study and close reading.
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Exporting Curated Sub-Corpora
• Exported sub-corpora can subsequently be downloaded as
individual archives for further study and close reading.
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Examining Historical Trends
• We can study temporal trends in a large corpus by looking at

changes in word frequencies over time (e.g. Google Ngram Viewer).

• We created a similar British Library Corpus Ngram Viewer tool as
part of the Curatr platform.
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Examining Historical Trends
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Case Study: Smallpox & Vaccination
• Smallpox is caused by the variola virus, passed

by coming into contact with droplets of a
smallpox-infected patient.
• With no means of treatment, it was probably the
single most lethal disease in 18th century Britain.
Deaths caused by smallpox as % of all deaths in London
In London in the 18th century, 1 in every 13 deaths was due to smallpox, the majority being young children.

CDC
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Case Study: Smallpox & Vaccination
• Edward Jenner, an English physician

and scientist, was the pioneer of the
smallpox vaccination, the world's first
vaccine.

• Jenner proposed that the blisters

which milkmaids received from
cowpox protected against subsequent
infection with smallpox.

• He successfully tested this theory in

1796, and by 1800 the use of
vaccination spread rapidly in Britain.

• Jenner "may have saved more lives
than any other person before or
since".

Edward Jenner (1749–1823)
National Library of Medicine
RDA Ireland - June 2019
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Case Study: Smallpox & Vaccination
• The use of vaccination lead to considerable public debate and the
emergence of anti-vaccination movements in the 19th century.

Publications of ye Anti-Vaccine
Society (1802)

Library Of The College Of Physicians Of Philadelphia (1894)
RDA Ireland - June 2019
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Case Study: Smallpox & Vaccination

An attack on smallpox vaccination and on the Royal College of Physicians' advocacy of it.
G. Cruikshank (1812)
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Case Study: Smallpox & Vaccination
• Thanks to the roll out of Jenner's vaccine across Europe and North
America, smallpox was almost entirely eliminated in these regions
by the first half of the 20th century.

• In 1966 the WHO launched an intensified global plan to eradicate
smallpox. By 1980 the disease was declared as eradicated.

Global number of reported smallpox cases (1920-)

scientificamerican.com

ourworldindata.org
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Case Study: Smallpox & Vaccination
• Over 3,000 volumes in the corpus refer to vaccination in some way.
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Case Study: Smallpox & Vaccination
• On closer inspection, the majority of texts appear to be either
"neutral" or pro-vaccination.

Haydn's Dictionary of Dates, 22nd Ed.
Joseph Haydn (1898)
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Case Study: Smallpox & Vaccination
• On closer inspection, the majority of texts appear to be either
"neutral" or pro-vaccination.

Social England. A record of the progress of the people
Henry Duff Traill (1894)
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Case Study: Smallpox & Vaccination
• In the fiction category, we see Victorian moral fables used as a way
of inculcating both good public health practice (vaccination) and
social responsibility (take care of a dying child).

John Halifax, Gentleman
Dinah Maria Mulock Craik (1898)
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Case Study: Smallpox & Vaccination
• However, a smaller number of texts express anti-vaccination views,
questioning the safety of the procedures, using words such as
‘pollution’, ‘infect’, ‘poisons’, and ‘horror’.

The Dawn of the XIXth Century in England.
John Ashton (1886)

Leaflets from the Danish West Indies.
P. Linet (1888)
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Conclusions
• The Curatr platform allows scholars to explore, search, and curate

the British Library Corpus via an online interface. Full volumes and
short text extracts are also available for close reading.

• Our work suggests that a significant opportunity exists to apply

methods from data science in a range of other disciplines, where
rich interesting datasets are available.

• In some cases, appropriate tools are already freely available "oﬀ
the shelf". In other cases, the use of customised data analysis
techniques may be be required to solve the problem.

• Often the most significant challenge involves fully understanding
the requirements of the researcher in the field.

• In all cases, the input of experts in the field is crucial - we need
strong interdisciplinary teams with complementary skillsets.
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